Nanoparticle research has become increasingly important in the context of bioscience and biotechnology. Practical use of nanoparticles in biology has significantly advanced our understanding about biological processes in the nanoscale as well as led to many novel diagnostic and therapeutic applications. Besides, synthetic and natural nanoparticles are of concern for their potential adverse effect on human health. Development of novel detection and characterization tools for nanoparticles will impact a broad range of disciplines in biological research from nanomedicine to nanotoxicology. In this article, we discuss the recent progress and future directions in the area of single nanoparticle detectors with an emphasis on their biological applications. A brief critical overview of electrical and mechanical detection techniques is given and a more in-depth discussion of label-free optical detection techniques is presented.
Introduction
Synthetic nanoparticles have drastically impacted bioscience and biotechnology in the last decade. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Semiconductor, metal, carbon and polymer based nanoparticles have found many biological applications: labeling in diagnostic bioimaging 6, 7 and biosensing, 8, 9 agents for drug delivery, 10 and cancer treatment, 11, 12 to name a few. The growing use of the synthetic nanoparticles in industrial products such as cosmetics, processed food, drugs, etc. has raised serious concerns about potential toxic effects of nanoparticles on human health. [13] [14] [15] For example, inhaled nanoparticles can cross the air-blood barrier and accumulate in tissues causing inheritable mutations. 16 Individual nanoparticles can also alter the normal routine of a biological system by aggregating proteins on their surfaces and forming protein coronas. 17, 18 While the safety evaluation of a bulk material typically involves dose, chemical composition and exposure route, many more factors determine the safety grade of a nanoparticle including size, shape, adsorbability and charge. 19 A variety of the factors contributing to the toxicity assessment require significant effort to understand the full extent of the effects of the nanoparticles on the biological systems. Various natural nanoparticles such as small pathogens are a serious threat to human health. Every year, millions of people die worldwide due to viral infectious diseases. 20 It has been shown that viruses are an established cause of a variety of human cancers [21] [22] [23] including rare and common types such as Merkel cell carcinoma 24 and liver cancer, 25 respectively. Moreover, infectious viruses may pose substantial security threats towards societies as they cause deadly epidemics 26 and can potentially be employed in biological weapons.
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The detection and characterization of nanoparticles in the single particle limit bear utmost importance for understanding and preventing the negative consequences of the nanoparticles as well as developing devices for diagnostic and therapeutic applications. This necessity has spurred a surge in developing novel methods for single nanoparticle characterization in the last decade.
29-31
Despite the significant progress, nanoparticle detection still remains a challenge for most practical applications. For instance, the real-life scenarios typically require detection of nanoparticles in an inhomogeneous solution containing other particles with different sizes, shapes and chemical constituents. Therefore, the heterogeneous properties of the sample require specific detection mechanisms to be able to classify the nanoparticles of interest in a complex population. Moreover, the throughput/speed and reliability of the detection are other critical parameters for point-of-care diagnostic applications.
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In this article, we overview the recent progress in single nanoparticle techniques based on electrical, mechanical and optical detection with the primary emphasis on the label-free optical sensing. The techniques are mainly discussed in terms of their transduction mechanisms and how they address the challenges mentioned above.
Electrical techniques
The fundamental principle of the electrical detection is based on probing conductance or capacitance change on a local sensing element. One of the approaches is to use conducting or semiconducting nanowire based field effect transistor devices. 33 In a typical detection scheme, an impedance measurement is performed between source and drain terminals of the nanowire while a solution containing the nanoparticles of interest either flowed through or incubated with the device. As a nanoparticle with different electrical properties than the local environment adsorbs onto the nanowire, it perturbs the local electrical properties of the wire, resulting in a detectable signal on the impedance measurement. In an earlier study, Patolsky et al.
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with the field effect based techniques is that the detection is sensitive to the ion concentration of the solution. In particular, the detection sensitivity may suffer significantly in high ion concentrations due to charge screening effects limiting the direct use of physiological solutions. 35 An alternative technique to the nanowire based field effect devices is to probe the impedance change across a nanoscale aperture. [36] [37] [38] [39] In contrast to field-effect transistor devices, impedance measurement is performed along a channel and the impedance is perturbed as a nanoparticle with different electrical properties than the solution passes through the nanoscale channel. In a recent study, a high-throughput microfluidic device utilizing a nanoscale aperture is demonstrated for detection and sizing single polystyrene nanoparticles down to 51 nm in diameter and T7 bacteriophage viruses in salt and blood plasma solutions (Fig. 1) .
38 Nanoaperture based techniques characteristically offer very rapid and high-throughput detection since no specific/unspecific surface capture of nanoparticles is involved; however, affinity-specific detection is not technically possible which may hamper the adoption of these techniques in clinical biosensing studies. For example, the size-specific detection of small viruses in blood plasma was shown to be challenging without affinity based capture as the large number of background nanoparticles in blood plasma hinders the detection of virus concentrations comparable to clinically relevant viral loads.
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One advantage of the electrical methods is their compatibility with established microelectronic manufacturing technology. The sensing electronics can be easily integrated with microfluidic structures on the same chip providing a robust and cost-effective platform for numerous lab-on-chip applications.
Mechanical techniques
The primary component of most single nanoparticle mechanical detectors is a microcantilever of which the adsorbed nanoparticles alter the static or dynamic mechanical response. Among various alternatives, the detectors based on measuring the frequency shift of the oscillating high-Q cantilever have shown promise. [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] These devices typically require vacuum conditions to operate in since a high-Q factor cannot be retained in air or liquid solution due to viscosity losses. Therefore, the reported studies in the literature have been limited to end-point detection of nanoparticles. 40, 42 Note that, the mechanical response of the cantilevers is sensitive to the exact location of particle binding. Therefore, quantitative mass analysis may become imprecise if the binding site on the cantilever, whose typical size is tens of microns, is not known.
Suspended microchannel resonators (SMRs) are a viable alternative to the conventional cantilever resonators for the applications requiring quantitative and real-time analysis. 45 In SMRs, the solution containing the nanoparticles is transported in microfluidic channels that are fabricated into the cantilever. Therefore, SMRs can be operated under vacuum conditions allowing high-Q resonant measurements in real-time. In a recent study, Lee et al. demonstrated single gold nanoparticle detection down to 20 nm in diameter using a SMR based mechanical detector with a 1 kHz detection bandwidth (Fig. 2) . 46 They further showed the dynamic control of the flow of the solution to trap single nanoparticles at the tip of the cantilever to improve the sensitivity of the mass estimation. Their results suggest that the detection of individual viruses with a similar mass, such as HIV, could be possible. The scalable fabrication of the cantilevers on substrates makes these devices useful for applications demanding high-throughput and real-time measurement. However, the requirement of vacuum in the cavity of the cantilever for sensitive detection may hinder their widespread use in point-of-care applications due to the cost and handling issues. A further aspect of the mechanical detection is the actuation mechanisms which are not discussed here. The interested readers are referred to other references. 49 
Optical techniques
In 17 th century, van Leeuwenhoek developed first powerful microscopes known to detect animalcules or microorganisms in a drop of water for the first time. 50 Since then, microscopes have been the essential tools in biology for visual investigation of micron size particles. Fluorescence labeling techniques have been successfully employed to increase both the sensitivity and the resolution of the optical microscope. [51] [52] [53] However, the complications associated with a laborious labeling process, high cost and undesired interference of the fluorescence molecules on the characteristics of the target particle have limited their use in nanoparticle detection applications. In the last decade, several advanced microscopic techniques and optical waveguide based devices involving high-Q resonators have been developed in order to detect and characterize single nanoparticles in a labelfree fashion. In addition to the optical techniques above, nearfield techniques utilizing a scanning probe to optically characterize the nanoparticles also have been demonstrated.
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However, the near-field techniques are excluded in the discussion here. The interested readers are referred to other references.
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Recent progress in both microscopic and optical waveguide based label-free methods is discussed below.
Microscopic techniques
Interferometric microscopy. Microscopic studies of nanoparticles typically involve illuminating the nanoparticles with a coherent or incoherent visible light source and probing the light scattered or absorbed by nanoparticles using free-space optical elements such as objective lenses and array/single-element detectors. For a small spherical nanoparticle, the scattered intensity at a detector (I det ) can be given in a simple form:
where E sca and s sca correspond to scattered field and scattering cross-section, respectively. The scattered intensity at a given wavelength of light depends on the dielectric index of the nanoparticle (3 p ) and surrounding medium (3 m ) as well as the radius of the nanoparticle (R). The strong dependence of the scattered intensity on the particle size renders the small nanoparticles usually difficult to detect. One approach to overcome this difficulty relies on interferometric detection in which the weak scattered field is mixed with a stronger reference field (E ref )
. In a typical homodyne interferometric measurement, the detected intensity can be expressed as: (2) where q rs refers to the phase angle difference between reference and scattered fields. The first term contributes as a constant background intensity, the second term usually vanishes for small nanoparticles because of its R 6 dependence and the third term typically forms the dominant optical response of the nanoparticle with R 3 scaling factor. Interferometric techniques were initially applied for characterizing single plasmonic metallic nanoparticles. 59, 60 At surface plasmon resonance (SPR) wavelength (l SPR ), the scattering cross-section of a metallic nanoparticle is significantly enhanced as the following condition typically holds: (1) . The characteristic spectral dependence of the SPR behavior allows metallic nanoparticles to be distinguished among other nanoparticles and also provides additional information about its local environment and intrinsic physical properties such as shape anisotropy. 60 Interferometric techniques have also been demonstrated for detecting single dielectric nanoparticles including synthetic and natural particles. The optical properties of dielectric nanoparticles differ from the metallic nanoparticles in two important ways. First, dielectric nanoparticles do not exhibit distinct spectral resonances in the visible spectral region and, second, they provide a low index contrast to the background (|(3 p À 3 m )/(3 p + 23 m )| ( 1) which renders the detection difficult compared to similar sized metallic nanoparticles under resonance.
In earlier studies, the interferometric detection was demonstrated for gold nanoparticles fixed on a glass substrate.
60-63 The mixing of scattered light from nanoparticles and reference light from the glass substrate allowed detection of nanospheres down to 5 nm in diameter. 60 Also, higher order laser beams are utilized to differentiate nanospheres and nanorods for which the orientation can also be accurately determined. 62, 63 Despite the increased sensitivity, the dimension based analysis of the nanoparticles was limited due to the double valued optical response curve of the nanoparticles as a function of dimension.
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In their interferometric reflectance imaging sensor (IRIS), Daaboul et al. circumvented the ambiguity in sizing due to nonunique optical response by using a layered reflective substrate.
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The layered substrate which was composed of a thin oxide spacer layer grown on top of a silicon chip allowed dynamic control over the optical response of the nanoparticles as the illumination wavelength could be chosen in the course of a measurement. Since the optical path provided by the spacer layer was different for distinct wavelengths, the phase relation between the reference and scattered fields (the cosine term in eqn (2)) could be tuned to maximize the signal for different nanoparticle populations of interest. The precise thickness of the layered substrate allowed real-time calibration for measuring the absolute size of the nanoparticles by comparing the signal from the nanoparticle to the background in the vicinity of the nanoparticle. As opposed to earlier studies, the wide-field imaging scheme with a multi-color illumination source based on discrete LED sources allowed them to simultaneously study nanoparticles in a parallel fashion. Based on this design, they demonstrated high-throughput detection and size determination for H1N1 viruses and polystyrene nanoparticles fixed on the substrate (Fig. 3) . In a following study, the same group extended their analysis to measure the dimensions of gold nanorods through controlling the polarization of the incident radiation (Fig. 4) . This shape sensitive detection scheme was also applied to detect bullet shaped vesicular stomatitis viruses recently. 65 The results obtained in the study show promise for morphology specific virus detection.
Another promising interferometry approach is heterodyne detection. In a typical experimental setting, a known frequency shift is introduced between the reference and the signal arm to selectively determine the contributions from the phase and amplitude of the interferometric term in eqn (2). Hong et al. combined a cross-polarization interferometry with heterodyne scheme to detect 5 nm gold nanoparticles immobilized on a glass substrate.
66 Also, Mitra et al. demonstrated real-time detection of sub-100 nm polystyrene and as well as HIV, Influenza and Sindbis viruses flowing through a microfluidic channel (Fig. 5 ).
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In their differential heterodyne detection scheme, the nanoparticles were classified in size with R 3 scaling of the detector signal amplitude. In a following study, Deutsch et al. used a dualphase interferometry instead of optical heterodyning to decouple the phase and amplitude of the interferometric response thus eliminating active optical components in the setup. 68 The authors utilized a numerical aperture increasing lens in order to achieve higher detection sensitivity compared to air objectives while ensuring a compact and scalable instrument design.
In optical techniques, the detected signal depends on both the geometry and the dielectric constant of the nanoparticles in a given surrounding environment as eqn (1) indicates. Several interferometric techniques have shown that the effects of these two contributions can be independently determined to classify the nanoparticles in terms of material property. For instance, the IRIS technique has been used to distinguish gold and silver nanoparticles in a mixture. The technique was based on adjusting the thickness of the spacer layer between the particle and reflective silicon substrate such that the optical response as a function of defocus is unique for each material type. 69 The maxima and minima observed on the defocus response as shown in Fig. 6a for each particle allowed material specific classification. 70 By using a dual-color beam for which the slope of the scattering cross-section is in the opposite sign for 60 nm silver and 80 nm gold nanoparticles, the nanoparticles in a heterogeneous mixture were classified in terms of their differential optical response. In a similar study, Luo et al. used a multi-wavelength differential interference contrast microscope to demonstrate multiplexed detection of gold, silver and polystyrene nanoparticles on a human cancer cell membrane.
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The interferometric methods discussed above offer nanoparticle characterization either in space or time domain multiplexing schemes in which the nanoparticles either adsorb onto a surface or pass through the focus of the laser beam, respectively. One advantage of the multiplexing in space domain is the following: numerous individual nanoparticles can be simultaneously investigated with respect to their specific interaction with a functionalized surface site. This capability is indispensable for applications requiring affinity-specific nanoparticle detection in complex solutions including background nanoparticles, such as specific virus detection in a blood sample. Alternatively, time domain multiplexing schemes such as solution based flowthrough detectors may be advantageous for the detection applications which do not involve affinity specific interactions. For example, the sample solution can be recycled and preserved for further analysis.
Absorption microscopy. Another sensitive method for detection is to measure the light absorbed by single nanoparticles. 72 If the size of a particle is very small compared to the wavelength of an incident beam, the absorption cross-section of the particle is given by:
A comparison of eqn (3) to eqn (1) shows that the absorption may significantly dominate over scattering for small nanoparticles with imaginary dielectric functions at a given wavelength. Based on this principle, several sensitive methods have been developed to detect very small metallic nanoparticles down to a few nanometres in size. [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] In an earlier study, Arbouet et al. used a spatial modulation technique to determine the absolute absorption cross-section of single gold nanoparticles as small as 5 nm. 77 In their experiment, a focused laser beam transmitted through a nanoparticle is detected in a lock-in scheme while the position of the nanoparticle in the focus is modulated at a constant frequency on the transverse plane. In a following study, Muskens et al. adapted the spatial modulation technique for performing polarization sensitive spectroscopy in order to determine the size and shape of gold and silver nanoparticles.
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Despite the complicated optical setup, the spatial modulation technique can be useful for the applications requiring characterization of small metallic nanoparticles in terms of size and shape. In addition to the direct way of measurement, the absorption cross-section can also be investigated indirectly by monitoring the photo-thermal effects created by the absorbing nanoparticle. Berciaud et al. developed a sensitive photo-thermal heterodyne imaging method for detecting individual gold nanoparticles down to 1.4 nm in size as well as semiconducting nanocrystals. 79 In this method, a probe beam interacts with the time modulated variations of the refractive index in the vicinity of the absorbing nanoparticle generated by an additional heating beam and gives rise to a scattered field containing sidebands with a frequency of the modulation. Then the beat-note created by the interference of the scattered field by the perturbation and a reference probe beam is detected in a lock-in scheme. One of the advantages of this technique is that a background-free image can be obtained since any non-absorbing background scatterers do not produce a detectable signal. However, the thermal effect generated by the heating beam might pose challenges for applications requiring thermal stability. This technique has been adapted for various biological studies including estimation of protein stoichiometry of a single virus-like particle and measurement of local cytosol viscosity in live cells.
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Surface plasmon resonance microscopy. A promising method to detect nanoparticles is Surface Plasmon Resonance Microscopy (SPRM). In most SPRM techniques, a collimated and polarized light beam impinges upon a glass substrate coated with a thin layer of metal at a specific configuration so that surface plasmon waves are excited on the surface of the thin metal layer; and the specular reflection from the substrate is imaged onto an array detector thus forming a spatial image of the illuminated area. The contrast mechanism in a typical SPRM is based on the local refractive index change in the vicinity of the surface of the metallic layer. Since the resonant excitation of the surface plasmon waves is sensitive to the local refractive index in the vicinity of the metal layer, any perturbation in the local index such as binding of a nanoparticle on the metal surface provides a discernible signature on the spatial image obtained on the array detector. Although numerous SPRM techniques have been extensively used to probe bimolecular interactions of proteins, nucleic acids, allergens, biomarkers, etc., only a few studies have reported the detection of single nanoparticles. In a recent study, Wang et al. studied detection of single silica nanoparticles down to 98 nm in diameter as well as dynamic interaction of single H1N1 viruses in a buffer solution with different functionalized surfaces (Fig. 7) . 82 A promising approach to increase the sensitivity of the SPRM techniques is replacing the uniform thin layer of metal with nanoscale antennas which localize the surface plasmon waves and thus leading further enhanced interaction between nanoparticle and light in the hot spots. In a recent study, Zhang et al. utilized a plasmonic dipole antenna in order to trap and sense single gold nanoparticles as small as 10 nm in diameter. 83 The resonance shift in the scattering spectrum of the dipole antenna was monitored in real time as the small nanoparticles were trapped in the gap due to strongly localized fields. In particular, this technique shows promise for detection of single nanoparticles through highly specific chemical fingerprint probing via Raman spectroscopy. 84, 85 The throughput of this technique is significantly hampered due to the technically demanding fabrication of the nanoantennas with current manufacturing methods. However, emerging fabrication methods may help to improve the throughput capacity of this technique in the near future. 
Optical waveguide device based techniques
Optical waveguides are an alternative way of guiding the light beam to the free-space optical components such as lenses and mirrors. A simple waveguide is composed of a two-dimensional structure with a high-index core in which the optical wave is largely confined and a low index cladding through which the evanescent tail of the wave extends typically less than a wavelength of the light beam. In a typical waveguide based photonic device, a nanoparticle in close proximity to waveguide interacts with the evanescent tail of the optical wave and consequently perturbs the wave distribution in the vicinity of the waveguide. This perturbation has been probed in many different device geometries and transduction configurations in order to detect the presence of a nanoparticle in the surrounding of the waveguide. One approach to sense the perturbation is using an interferometric detection scheme measuring the optical path difference between a signal arm on which the nanoparticle binds and a reference arm that is protected from nanoparticles. Then the optical path difference between two arms is determined through either coupling the waves in both waveguide arms on chip as in Mach-Zehnder interferometry or performing free-space interferometry as in Young and Hartman interferometries. 88, 89 In a simple model, the optical path difference in terms of phase difference (Df):
where l, l and Dn are the effective interaction length of the signal waveguide arm, wavelength of light and relative index change in the surrounding of the waveguide, respectively. For a given Dn, the sensitivity of an interferometric device can be increased by using longer wavelengths; however, in a typical application setting, the waveguide is operated in a buffer solution which typically absorbs the longer wavelengths, thus decreasing the light-nanoparticle interaction due to the excess loss. Alternatively, the effective interaction length (l) term can be increased in order to realize stronger light-nanoparticle interaction. However, the effective interaction length is characteristically determined by the nanoparticle itself in the single particle limit.
A promising way to increase the effective interaction length is using resonant microcavity structures in which the light samples a nanoparticle many times before being detected.
90À96 In a typical resonant cavity based device, the light coupled to the cavity circulates within the structure forming whispering gallery modes at specific resonant wavelengths before it couples back to a bus waveguide on which the detection is performed. Any interaction of nanoparticles with the evanescent tail of the optical wave on the resonator perturbs the resonance behaviour of WGMs in the cavity. A critical parameter determining the sensitivity of single nanoparticle detection is the quality factor (Q) of the resonant cavity. The value of Q is proportional to the average time a photon circulates in a WGM, in turn controlling the line width of the resonance (dl r ¼ l r /Q). Higher Q values yield narrower spectral resonance widths resulting in more sensitive measurement for resonant cavity photonic devices. Earlier studies in this field focused on determining the real-time resonant frequency jumps owing to adsorbing nanoparticle on the microcavity surface. The resonant wavelength shift (Dl r /l r ) can be correlated to the radius of a nanoparticle (r p ( l r ) that adsorbs onto the equatorial line of the microsphere resonator with a radius R:
The equation above suggests that the sensitivity of the detection and sizing can be increased through shrinking the size of the microcavity. However, the smaller microcavities also lead to reduction in Q due to increased radiation leakage. Vollmer et al. demonstrated detection and sizing of individual Influenza viruses (r z 50 nm) using an optimal size microsphere resonator situated in a fluidic cell filled with a buffer solution of Influenza-A virus.
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Note that nanoparticle sizing based on the resonant frequency shift mechanism can be sensitive to environmental noise including the temperature, laser beam intensity and laser frequency fluctuations which may cause undesired drifts and jumps in the resonant frequency. In a recent study, Lu et al. incorporated a reference interferometer into a high-Q microcavity to increase the accuracy and sensitivity of the nanoparticle detection (Fig. 8) . 99 In this configuration, the reference interferometry was used to measure the laser frequency accurately in parallel to the nanoparticle detection performed on a microtoroid resonator. Therefore, the error originating from the frequency jitter and laser scan-voltage measurement was reduced. It was demonstrated that Influenza A viruses can be detected with a signal to noise ratio of 38 : 1 which is about an order of magnitude improvement over previous studies.
A critical drawback of the methods based on frequency shift mechanism is that the signal amplitude is sensitive to the binding position of the nanoparticle on the resonator. A nanoparticle yields a large frequency shift if it binds to the region where the interaction between the evanescent tail of the WGM and the nanoparticle is maximum and the signal generated with the same particle will decrease if the particle is adsorbed away from this region. An alternative method addressing this issue is to monitor the mode splitting of the WGM. 100 Mode splitting of a WGM occurs when the scattering from a nanoparticle lifts the degeneracy of clockwise and counter-clockwise propagating modes of the WGM in a resonator. Resulting splitting and line width of the doublets can be used to determine the nanoparticle size:
where G r and g denote the line width broadening and coupling strength between two propagating modes, respectively, and these quantities can be calculated from the measured spectra by fitting a double Lorentzian function to the resonance line. The term (G r / g) in the equation above is independent of the binding position of the nanoparticle on the surface of the resonator; therefore, the size estimation can be performed more accurately compared to the frequency shift based methods discussed above. Using this method, Zhu et al. demonstrated accurate sizing of individual PS particles down to 60 nm in diameter under ambient conditions without any assumption on the location of particle binding (Fig. 9) . 101 Note that the accuracy of the fitting of G r and g parameters depends on the line width of the resonance line which is correlated to Q of the microcavity. Sufficiently high Q is necessary to resolve the doublet originating from the nanoparticle detection. For example, adsorbed single Influenza A virus results in a splitting on the order of 30 MHz and a Q factor of 10 7 is required to directly detect the binding of the virus.
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Although this value of Q is typically within reach under ambient laboratory conditions, it is challenging to achieve this level of Q in practical settings such as nanoparticles dispersed in buffer solution. Recently an interferometric detection scheme was suggested for increasing the sensitivity of the mode-splitting measurements; thus, it might allow size classification of single virus particles in the near future.
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Resonant microcavity based detection is a relatively new but rapidly flourishing subfield of optical techniques for single nanoparticle detection. The recent experimental studies in the literature have been primarily focused on improving the detection limit and sizing sensitivity. Despite the significant advancement on these metrics as discussed above, less attention has been paid to other metrics such as shape recognition and material/ affinity specific detection of single nanoparticles. Also a critical setback for the practical implementation of these devices is the limited throughput capacity. One of the reasons is that the detection scheme of the resonant microcavities requires perturbation of the WGM resonating in the structure by the nanoparticle. Each interacting nanoparticle therefore changes the characteristics of the WGM such as introducing damping channels, reducing the Q factor, etc. The number of individual nanoparticles detected by a microcavity resonator must be limited in order to preserve the original sensitivity of the microcavity device. This requirement can be satisfied by increasing the number of resonators in a multiplexed fashion on a detection device. However, it is demanding to fabricate many resonant microcavities with identical optical specifications such as resonant frequencies and quality factors using the current fabrication methods. Provided that these challenges are addressed, optical microcavity based devices will find a wide range of applications for single nanoparticle detection.
Conclusions
In this article, we discussed a number of recent techniques for label-free detection and characterization of individual nanoparticles. We believe that individual nanoparticle characterization will have a major impact on the advancement of many fields in biosciences and biotechnology. Individual nanoparticle characterization will allow the study of how physical properties including size and shape of these nanoparticles will affect their functionality. For example, nanoparticles being designed for drug delivery could be further optimized by studying how morphology affects binding affinity and specific targeting. This new information will allow a more systematic approach in the design of these nanoparticles.
Single nanoparticle techniques can also serve as very sensitive biosensors for the detection of natural nanoparticles such as viruses that have been a serious threat to human health. Many of the techniques discussed in this review have shown virus detection capability in buffer solutions but have not demonstrated highly sensitive detection in complex solutions like sera or environmental samples. The limitations of these sensors are sensor size and diffusion, the latter due to the 2D structure of the detection surface. We believe that if these limitations are addressed through the integration of better sample preparation and delivery methods using microfluidics and lab-on-chip techniques, the performance of these sensors will improve significantly and they will find practical use in real-world sensing applications.
